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Weather summary
Cloudy and partly cloudy, moderate 
winds and chilly, w/ occasional light 
snow through next week.

Full forecast page 3

 'Faith in eternal rest' Binge-watch blunders Black ops Atlantis of the Arctic?
Large-scale oil 
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planned this fall
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It's a start: Overnight tourism up 60 
percent since 2009, 11 percent in 2015
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A visitor examines the homes destroyed by the Dec. 19 avalanche during a tour by top Norwegian 
officials earlier this month. Other visitors are increasingly seeking out the neighborhood, residents say.

Late update: 12 
apartments vacated 
again due to building, 
infrastructure damage.
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Tour disaster
Visitors flocking to avalanche wreckage leaves some residents cold 
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Espen Rotevatn is grateful he can still go 
to his undamaged home, just below the wreck-
age of 11 others destroyed by last month's 
avalanche, at the end of the day. He just wishes 
visitors weren't there with cameras and expect-
ing him to play the role of tour guide.

Tourists have come by his home and oth-
ers still standing on Vei 230 asking about the 
tragedy that struck Dec. 23, leaving a huge scar 
on the neighborhood and killing two residents. 
He said some have been overly intrusive, in-
cluding one person who blocked a neighbor 
from getting home while asking questions.

"They can pass by there in a respectful 
manner," he said, when asked if there was an 
acceptable way of visiting the area. "They 
don't need to be up there with their iPhones. 
There are a lot of photos on the internet – and 
they'll probably look a lot better."

A post he wrote on a community Facebook 
page asking if it's appropriate for the wreckage 
to be treated as a tourist attraction attracted 

dozens of responses. The majority stated visit-
ing the area isn't out of line – or at least that 
it's an inevitable thing locals have to accept – 
although it should be done respectfully with-
out disturbing those still living there. 

But some of the people in those homes 
said locals in other neighborhoods may not re-
alize the extent of the problem. 

"It's beginning to get excessive," wrote 
Endre Nævdal. "We are trying to get back to 
everyday life, which is not so easy with these 
surroundings. Being constantly asked to ex-
plain/tell/show what has happened here."

Inge Lene Villumsen, a longtime Long-
yearbyen resident before she moved back to 
the mainland a few months ago, returned for a 
visit in January and stated it's only natural to 
want to see the devastation. 

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
City expects 15M insurance for 
five lost employee homes, buys 
replacements before payment
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

It may take most of the year to determine 
how many of Longyearbyen's homes are too 
risky to live in, but city leaders are don't see 
much point in waiting for the paperwork to 
clear before buying new ones for employees 
living in those destroyed by the avalanche. 

Five homes owned by the city were among 
the 11 destroyed by the Dec. 19 snowslide on 
Sukkertoppen. The Longyearbyen Community 
Council is moving quickly to purchase new 
apartments for employees living in three of the 
wrecked homes, as well as two additional resi-
dences, before knowing for certain how much 
the insurance payout will be.

A total payment of about 15 million kroner 
is projected for the five homes, Longyearbyen 
Mayor Arild Olsen wrote in an e-mail earlier 
this month to the council's Administration 
Committee.

He argued the most sensible option for the 
displaced employees is immediately purchas-
ing three apartments from LNS Spitsbergen at 
Elvesletta – a flat area well away from the 
mountains – that "are recently built to high 
standards, and therefore will presumably have 
low maintenance costs."

"I see no reason why we should either rent 
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Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years
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Icepeople is published weekly (or thereabouts) 
on Tuesdays (or thereabouts), with printed 
copies available free on a limited basis in 
Longyearbyen. Additional printed copies are 
available locally and by mail upon request. 
Charges are on an "at cost" basis.

Copyright stuff
Original contents of this publication can be 
reproduced for non-commercial purposes free 
of charge if Icepeople is credited as the 
source. The original writers, photographers 
and other contributors retain their rights to all 
published works.

Corrections policy
When we screw up you'll know about it – on 
the front page. One of the big complaints 
about newspapers is they tend to bury 
corrections and clarifications deep inside 
where few people who read the original article 
see them. If we need to fix something, an alert 
box on the front page will state what story is in 
error and where the full correction is printed.

Submitting material 
Letters, columns, photos and other material 
are welcome, but we can't offer pay for 
published items since nobody here is getting 
paid at the moment. Submissions in electronic 
form (text, Word documents, JPEGs, etc.) are 
highly preferred, although typing and/or 
scanning of items will be considered on a per-
case basis. We reserve the right to edit 
submissions for length, clarity, accuracy, libel 
and other reasons, but we will also make 
every reasonable effort to contact the author 
about any changes prior to publication.
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Icesheet
Random bits of the week's weirdness:

Lots of folks have noticed the skies have 
been rather brilliantly lit in recent weeks and, 
while stuffy science types have offered varying 
explanations for varying phenomena, we're go-
ing to go with the gods making up for the fact 
that Svalbard is apparently one of the few 
places on Earth where you can't see David 
Bowie taking his place among the stars. His 
death has prompted calls for a "David Bowie 
constellation," apparently for reasons having to 
do with the stars making up the unique light-
ning bolt on the cover of his 1973 "Aladdin 
Sane Album." But the stuffy scientists say that 
shape would be a "as ter ism," not a 
constellation, which basically would be at least 
the size of a small galaxy (a.k.a. "billions and 
billions…"), according to Phys.org (tinyurl.com/
juqammk). Such a thing exists and apparently 
includes astronomical destinations such as Sig-
ma Librae, Zeta Centauri and SAO 204132, 
Sigma Octantis and Beta Trianguli Australis 
(all of which are or would be cool album 
names). Anyhow, whilen few people live some-

place where the entire thing can be seen, "near-
ly anyone on Earth further south than Svalbard 
at 80 degrees north, could see at least part of 
the Bowie asterism." Of course, maybe at 
"only" 78 degrees, we can hope the gods don't 
notice if we try to sneak a free peek.

Read more at: http://phys.org/news/2016-01-david-bowie-constellation-
truth.html#jCp

http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/science-related-con-
spiracies-could-be-exposed-in-few-years-116012700792_1.html

He then looked at four alleged plots, estimating the maximum number of 
people required to be in on the conspiracy, in order to see how viable these 
conspiracies could be.

These include - the theory that the US moon landings were a hoax (411,000 
people); that Climate Change is a fraud (405,000 people); that unsafe vaccina-
tions are being covered up (22,000 people); that the cure for cancer is being 
suppressed by the world's leading pharmaceutical firms (714,000 people).

Trip advisor guy
tinyurl.com/jf6brlz

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

Most of these creatures are happy. One most 
definitely is not: A colorful collection of critters 
helps an Atlantic cod "decompose" during a five-
day span in January. A time-lapse video of the 
process is at tinyurl.com/pvc9ru3.

Warming Arctic a UFO paradise

Get some real dirt on icepeople!
Our global headquarters available for rent during the March 20 eclipse! Sleeps three on actual 
furnishings (double bed and sofa), plus a few can squeeze in on the floor. Washing machine, turbo 
wi-fi and about a 5-10 minute walk to most places. Plus, you'll be helping provide our pitiful little 
newspaper with desperately needed funds. Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com for details.

NTNU

Polar Permaculture has a vision to develop a resilient and healthy 
community while reducing our impact on the environment. Our team of 

experts are creating solutions for organic food growing, transformation of 
waste streams and engaging our community. Work is commencing on our 

greenhouse project now. Could you be part of 
the solution? We would love to hear from you.

Be part of Longyearbyen's growing future!Be part of Longyearbyen's growing future!

Polar Permaculture
www.polarpermaculture.com !  4695 4875 !  info@polarpermaculture.com

Presenting…the first-ever streaming video in a 
newspaper: This may look like a snapshot, but 
it's actually a 15-minute "live from London" stage 
performance playing in real time on this page.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
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With all the other effects of climate change taking place, it's understandable people may have 
missed noticing a burgeoning "northern paradise" in a giant subterranean cave between Svalbard 
and the North Pole. Actually, according to Greek mythology, the paradise known as Hyperborea 
has been there since ancient times and is populated by various human, animal and alien species. 
But this week the Chinese news website yes-news.com published what is Absolutely Not 
Photoshopped proof of the cave's entrance, along with details of its history and landscape (Google 
Translated at tinyurl.com/hng5vyo) It notes, for example, the 1908 book "The Smoky God" reveals 
Norwegian Jens Jansen and his son visited Svalbard on June 23, 1829, then sailed north for a 
few days until they encountered increasing warmth, green lands and a river into a cave with a 
sun-like object on the horizon. Inside the cave they found giants, trees up to 300 meters high and 
grapes the size of apples. "They lived there for two years, subject to a lot of hospitality."

escribes a Norwegian Olaf Jansen (Oula Fu Jessen) and 
his father was from the Arctic into the interior of the Earth, 
where there is a little more than our Sun. little "sun", lived 
more than 3.65 meters tall giant.
Oula Fu was born in Russia in 1811 in a small town 

NASA
Space Oddity: Stop bitching about being stuck 
in that tin can – at least you've got a better view 
of your Heavenly likeness than us.

UNKNOWN CONTRIBUTOR
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Weather forecast for Longyearbyen
Wednesday

Partly cloudy. SW winds to 54 
km/h. High -3C (-11C wind 
chill), low -5C (-12C wind chill).

24-hour darkness

Thursday
Partly cloudy. SW winds to 42 
km/h. High -6C (-12C wind 
chill), low -10C (-15C wind 
chill).

24-hour darkness

Saturday
Cloudy. SW winds to 42 km/h. 
High -4C (-11C wind chill), low 
-6C (-13C wind chill).

24-hour darkness
Extended forecast: Sunday, p. cloudy, -4C (-11C), -9C (-14C), light 0:00h; Monday, p. cloudy, -9C (-14C), -13C (-18C), light 0:00h; 
Tuesday, cloudy, -10C, (-14C), -12C (-17C), light 0:00h; Wednesday,  p. cloudy, -9C (-14C), -12C (-17C), light 0:00h

Data provided by Storm.not

Friday
Partly cloudy. W winds to 39 
km/h. High -6C (-13C wind 
chill), low -10C (-15C wind 
chill).

24-hour darkness

HEADLINES STOLEN FROM

SVALBARDPOSTEN
VERDENS NORDLIGSTE AVIS

Kings Bay fined 100,000 kr. 
for digging illegal trench 

The Governor of Svalbard has fined Kings 
Bay 100,000 kroner for illegally digging a ca-
ble trench of about 200 meters long  at Bran-
dallaguna in Ny-Ålesund. The excavation was 
part of a fiber-optic cable installation project 
for The Norwegian Mapping Authority's 
geodesy facility in 2014. Brandallaguna is 
covered by strict environmental restrictions 
because impact studies of the facility's con-
struction revealed it is an important area for 
bird life, according to a press release from the 
governor's office. Kings Bay has acknowl-
edged the violation and paid the fine.

Priest voted Svalbard person 
of the year for historic work

Svalbard Church Leif Magne Helgesen 
has been selected by Svalbardposten readers 
as Svalbard's person of the year for 2015. He 
has been involved in a number of local and 
global events of historic significance during 
the past year, including spending the summer 
helping to keep Israeli soldiers from demol-
ishing a Palestinian village in the West Bank, 
leading calls for action by the church and oth-
ers to combat climate change, and serving as 
one of the most prominent caregivers and 
spokespeople for the community following 
the Dec. 19 avalanche. 

13 hoping to live as trappers 
at remote station for a year

A celebrity, two local residents and a 75-
year-old are among the 13 people hoping to 
live as trappers for a year at the station at 
Austfjordneset starting this summer. The Gov-
ernor of Svalbard received applications from 
five couples and three individuals to live at 
the historic trapping station, and whomever is 
selected will need to meet strict requirements. 
Occupants must have excellent knowledge of 
nature and wilderness, hunting and trapping 
experience, preferably polar experience, and 
meet good health and good conduct require-
ments. Paul Lutnæs, a senior advisor to the 
governor, said the screening process should be 
la rge ly comple ted th i s month . The 
caretaker(s) will also have the option of stay-
ing a second year.

A containment ring surrounds a burning oil spill in icy Norwegian waters. Difficulties during the incident 
show why an exercise in Svalbard to improve containment and cleanup are needed, officials say.

Spill drill in the chill
Large-scale oil spill cleanup 
exercise planned in Svalbard this 
fall as Arctic sees more ships, oil 

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

NORWEGIAN COASTAL ADMINISTRATION

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Lots of folks are eager to send ships and 
oil rigs toward Svalbard's warming waters, but 
few are prepared to deal with what happens 
when mishaps result in fuel and oil spills in the 
still harsh Arctic environment.

That assessment, widely discussed by par-
ticipants at the Arctic Frontiers conference in 
Tromsø this week, is the motivation for a 
large-scale emergency exercise simulating a 
major oil spill scheduled in Svalbard from 
Sept. 27-29. 

"A lack of municipal/regional emergency 
preparedness against acute pollution means the 
Norwegian Coastal Administration must rein-
force The Governor of Svalbard's initial re-
sponse and probably quickly take over the 
leadership of a major campaign," the coastal 
administration declared in a press release.

The exercise, which will also include gov-
ernment and oil industry participants from 
Norwegian and other entities, will focus on 
quick notification to officials such as the gov-
ernor who are responsible for initially contain-
ment the spill, followed by coordination among 
all respondents, according to the release.

An emergency response analysis conducted 
for Svalbard in 2014 revealed a need for equip-
ment and expertise to handle an oil spill in this 
area – particularly under snowy and icy condi-

tions, according to the coastal administration. 
Among the study's findings what that an oil spill 
of some size is likely to occur every six years.

."Bjørnøya and the western part of Spits-
bergen are classified as the areas with highest 
environmental risk," the study notes. "These are 
also the areas where the chance of an incident 
is most likely to occur."

Among the most urgent needs is research 
"to find and provide the most adaptive equip-
ment for chemical dispersion" and/or other 
cleanup methods.

"In the research area distances are long and 
available resources few," the analysis notes. 
"Thus, resources that can work independently 
are needed. This includes vessels used for 
chemical dispersion, and collection of oil from 
sea and shorelines."

Johan Marius Ly, the coastal administra-
tion's director of emergency preparedness, told 
Arctic Frontiers attendees the agency is increas-
ingly focusing on cleanups in extreme environ-
ments since a 2011 spill in Oslo Fjord in such 
conditions revealed numerous weaknesses.

"Our goal is that Norway will be the world 
leader for oil spill response in the Arctic," he 
said.

Cruise ship and commercial shipping traf-
fic in and near Svalbard is expected to increase 
significantly during the next few decades. Nor-
way is also aggressively pushing oil exploration 
efforts in the far north despite a collapse in oil 
prices, and has conducted seismic tests within 
the archipelago itself despite a drilling ban.

More research and development (R&D) on dis-
tillates will be a prerequisite to find and provide the 
most adaptive equipment for chemical dispersion. 
Research should also look at the efficiency of using 
me- chanical recovery, and alternative methods 
such as in situ burning.

   The emergency response analysis (with En-
glish summary) conducted for Svalbard in 2014 ex-
posed a need for equipment and expertise to handle 
an oil spill in this area – particularly under snow 
and ice conditions.
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There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

The University Centre in Svalbard is hop-
ing to double in size during the next several 
years – but if the head of The University of 
Tromsø gets her w

TROND VIKEN / MINISTRY OF TRADE, INDUSTRY AND FISHERIES

Turning down the thermostat 
among the simplest, most useful 
tips at conservation conference

Tourism tally glows

Visitors take in a 
purple sky this week 

from the main walkway 
leading into one of the 

main lodging and 
souvenir areas in the 

center of 
Longyearbyen. A hotel 

opening in the area 
next month is one of 

several new and 
significantly upgraded 

lodgings planned 
during the next few 

years as the industry 
seeks to double the 

number of tourists. A 
ban on heavy oil, 

which restricted cruise 
ship traffic in popular 

areas, resulted in a 
slight decline in 

passengers in 2015, 
but overnight tourism 

continued a steady 
increase since 2009. 

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

icepeople

Overnight visits increase 60 
percent since 2009, including 11 
percent in '15, led by foreigners 

is now the first newspaper in Europe to be accepted as a 
full member of the Association of Alternative Newsmedia. 
That means a whole new global audience will be looking to 
Svalbard – and what it might have to offer those who visit. 
Tell them what you have with our extremely affordable print 
and website advertising, designed either by you or by us. 
Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com or 4151 4638 for details.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

About 60,000 tourists spent a record 
131,154 nights in Svalbard in 2015, a 60 per-
cent increase since a recession-fueled slump in 
2009, due in part to some being lured by ex-
traordinary events.

But while many in the industry are cele-

brating an 11 percent increase in lodging and 
camping stays during the luck-filled past year, 
there is a formidable mountain to scale as a 
doubling of local tourism is sought during the 
next several years to help replace lost coal min-
ing jobs.

The March 20 total solar eclipse, which at-
tracted record overnight crowds during the 
week surrounding it, plus a roughly 40 percent 
drop in the value of the krone to the dollar 
made Svalbard especially attractive to foreign-
ers. Ronny Brunvoll, director of Visit Svalbard, 
told High North News foreigners accounted for 

the entire increase in overnight stays in 2015.
"That is perceived as a positive move since 

we got about 75 percent Norwegian guests over 
many years that were highly exposed to one 
market," he said, noting the ratio of foreigners 
rose to 35 percent in 2015.

In addition, more visitors are coming dur-
ing the traditionally slower season from 
September to February, Brunvoll said. 
Overnight visits rose between 14 and 34 per-
cent during those months in 2015.

"I realize it may be painful for the city's 
residents, but I understand also that it is 'inter-
esting' for others to see," she wrote during the 
Facebook discussion. "It is also a way for us 
who were not there, to understand the extent of 
the horror that happened."

Beyond the curiosity factor, the visits can 
serve a practical purpose, argued Marion Hepsø, 
a student at The University Centre in Svalbard.

"As a UNIS student I took a walk past this 
place after having had a six-day safety training 
course, with a lot of information about 
avalanches in general, accidents and safety, and 
searching/excavation in the event of an 
avalanche," she wrote.

"To actually see the accident site with my 
own eyes helped me to realize how severe the 
avalanche risk can be, and probably contributed 
to making certain that I am extra careful to car-
ry avalanche equipment on trips."

I agree that it is inappropriate that passerbys are asking you what 
has happened," she added. "Perhaps the hotels should have contribut-
ed with information posters or similar. I'm sorry if it's uncomfortable 
for those who live in the area, but on the positive side it is preventive 
to let people see it with their own eyes."

Others argued visitors may have good intentions.
 "Is it the same reason people flocked and still make pilgrimages 

to ground zero in New York?" wrote Anne-Karin Bekken. "Not lack 
of respect, but on the contrary."

DISASTER, from page 1

Avalanche tourists rile 
some in nearby homes

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.
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EXCAVATE from page 1

We binge watch and document 
everything the cult-hit TV series 
got wrong about life in Svalbard

SKY ATLANTIC
Um, it's sort of looks like our town at night (during a blackout): They sent a camera crew to Longyearbyen, but apparently didn't bother to shoot 
footage of the town since otherwise they might have an overview shot that doesn't show Svalbard's biggest town strewn with things like trees and urban-
like street intersections (there's only two main roads in Longyearbyen that cross at a single point). The church – a hillside landmark in real life – is now a 
blob in the industrial section, as is a tacky motel that's as alien as the killer wasps.  Also, what the hell is that tall thing that look like water storage tank?

JON AARS / NORWEGIAN POLAR INSTITUTE
A bowhead whale spotted recently in the Barents 
Sea is, like most of the whale species in the area, 
on Norway's red list of threatened animals.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

The catastrophe occurred within seconds. But 
there was at least 23 years to heed warnings and take 
actions that might have prevented it.

As the immediate shock and living rearrange-
ments from the Dec. 19 avalanche pass, local leaders 
and others are asking if someone is to blame. A series 
of reports since 1992 has highlighted settled areas of 
Longyearbyen that are at risk of avalanches – includ-
ing Sukkertoppen, where December's deadly slide oc-
curred.

"And now the question is posed: Why was there 
not anything done to protect the settlement below 
Sukkertoppen from an avalanche?" wrote Lars Egil 
Mogård, a longtime NRK journalist covering Sval-
bard and northern Norway, in a commentary pub-
lished Sunday. "Where was there failure? Who is re-
sponsible?"

Longyearbyen Mayor Arild Olsen said city offi-
cials are trying to collect all of the research conducted 
about avalanche risks – although some of it is poorly 
archived – and an independent investigation of the re-
sponse to the warnings will be sought.

"We do not know how the investigation is to take 
place yet, or who should perform it, but I am clear on 
one thing: We will not sit in the driver's seat," he told 
Svalbardposten. "We shall not examine ourselves." 

In addition, a preliminary report about the 
avalanche and its aftermath is due in about a week, 
Kjetil Brattlien, an avalanche expert at the NGI who 
has been conducting surveys in Longyearbyen since 
the disaster, told NRK this week. The Governor of 
Svalbard is also investigating the incident as a police 
matter.

A 1992 report published by the Norwegian 

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

"There has never been a violent crime 
here." Maybe that's because after shooting a 
guy in the head you're told to go home and not 
worry about it by the cop who watched you 
pull the trigger.

Believe that's a realistic portrayal of every-
day life in Longyearbyen and you'll be well-
prepared for the rest of "Fortitude," since 
throughout the 11 episodes (or 12, since the 
DVD version treats the double-length opener 
as two) the locals wander about killing and 
pummeling each other, stealing relics and ex-
pensive equipment, going on drunken shooting 
binges, and generally acting in ways that make 
viewers think everyone deserves to be locked 
at some point. And while some are – always 
the wrong ones, naturally – nobody's ever 
charged, let alone convicted of anything.

But we really don't care much about that, 
because the far more twisted thing is – WTF is 
up with all those trees?

The TV series about a Svalbard communi-
ty that Is Not Named Longyearbyen debuted 
its first season a year ago and is now out on 
DVD. As season two supposedly prepares to 

air soon, we binged watched all the first-season 
episodes in a couple of sittings to see if their 
weird fiction can match our surreal reality.

Forgot the personalities, the love triangles 
and even the rampant crimes in a town that sup-
posedly has none. That's all meaningless crap 
you can read elsewhere in episode summaries 
by bloggers who care about inane things like 

the plot. Instead, here is the definitive authori-
tative guide to how well "Fortitude" captures 
the reality of Svalbard (alas, these pages only 
allow a sample; the whole rant in its insanely 
and ingeniously long glory is at icepeople.net):
Episode 1

Good grief what a mess. The first episode 

NOPE
NOPENOPE NOPE

NOPENOPE
NOPE

NOPE

NOPE

NOPE NOPE

NOPE

KINDA

KINDA

KINDA KINDA

KINDA

KINDA

KINDA
KINDA

NOPE

NOPE

'That's not a gun…this is a gun.' At which point Crookodile Dundee tosses the real gun to the idiot 
tourist who five seconds ago was brandishing his lesser substitute penis at the sadistic sheriff. 

SKY ATLANTIC

See SURREALITY, page 6
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The Mac Hack
We impishly dissect, gleefully crush and sadistically drown 
Macintoshes. But since not many people are willing to pay 
for that, we also repair, upgrade, disinfect Macs, and offer 

spare cables, batteries and other parts – cheap!
Got a truly dead machine? Let us have "fun" with it!

(Seriously, the parts can help others and keep our prices low.) 

Call Mark at 4151 4638 or e-mail marksabbatini@yahoo.com

 IMPATIENT, from page 1

Futile hopes of the living dead: The odds of building a hotel inside a glacier and getting multiple chances to not die after being shot are roughly equal.

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Fortitude: non-stop bugs
SURREALITY, from page 1

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

It's not exactly an answer, 
but anyone still clinging to the 
hope the government will help 

Expressive and enigmatic photos of 
Svalbard by Nora Grøndal.

120 X 80 cm on aluminum or acrylic, with 
anti-contact wall fixtures - 3,200 kroner

Small floating table/shelf images - 350 kroner

Arts&Crafts Center at Galleri Svalbard.
Open 11-17 daily      95 10 49 45 

Worth 1,078 wordsWorth 1,078 words

See Nora's portfolio at www.nora.heime.net

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

A restriction prohibiting residents from entering 114 still-habitable 
homes in an area considered a high avalanche risk has been lifted as of 8 
p.m. Tuesday, according to The Governor of Svalbard.

The decision, announced at the governor’s website and during a 
community meeting at Kulturhuset at the same time the restriction was 
lifted, comes after temperatures dropped well below freezing and precipi-
tation has ceased for what forecasters expect to be an extended duration.

“The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute’s professional avalanche as-
sessment is that there is little danger avalanches on the mountainside of 
the evacuated settlement,” a statement at the governor’s website notes.

Heavy snow and winds that triggered the avalanche were followed 
by more than a week of unseasonably high temperatures and occasionally 
heavy rain, flooding some areas and posing a risk of slush avalanches.

About 80 people still in Longyearbyen were reportedly unable to en-
ter their homes during the holidays. However, the governor’s statement 
notes a total about 200 people were living in the homes in the evacuation 
zone – although the total is uncertain. Numerous families returned to the 
city this week for resumption of the school year after spending the holi-
days on the mainland.

“It is also important to recognize that Longyearbyen is a landslide-
prone area, and that some of the dwellings are more avalanche prone 

SKY ATLANTIC

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

For the first time since the coal mining 
crisis hit Longyearbyen with full force more 
than a year ago, it's a good thing a lot of folks 
are in a crabby mood.

They're also raising a stink about fish – 
again in a good way – as Norway's Marine 
Resources Act was amended earlier this 

may well be the the most surreal since it tries to 
portray real life here before things degenerate 
into "The X Files" meets "The Thing."

Gandolf of the North opens by walking 
along a beach with more immense glacier/sea 
ice fragments than we're likely to see in a gen-
eration. He's dressed vaguely like the storm 
troopers in "The Empire Strikes Back," which 
we can deal with – since we tend to get gear 
from the free "thrift store" we'll wear a Mickey 
Mouse or sumo costume if it's warm. He spots 
a polar bear attacking a still-living guy 
and...shoots the guy. Then the Spasmodic Sher-
iff, who just happens to be there on a nearby 
roadside, tells Gandolf to scoot and all will be 
well. OK, that's some fine community-oriented 
police work, but what happened to the bear – he 
just let it wander away now that it has a taste 
for human flesh?

But there's not much time to process that 
because, immediately after the opening credits, 
there's a tree in someone's yard. And some 
shrubbery (there is no end to the Monty Python 

references we wanted to use; feel free to insert 
your own). We're less than three minutes into 
this and already know this is destined to be far 
worse than when "Baywatch" filmed a movie in 
our editor's Alaskan hometown that was mostly 
an ad for the cruise industry since stock footage 
publicity snippets from one particular cruise 
company are at least 40 percent of the film.

Skipping past all kinds of other idiocies, 
such as the main road into town being magical-
ly elevated a couple hundred meters, let's talk 
about about a subplot more insane than the real-
world fantasies of mad scientists and zombies 
living in our Doomsday Seed Vault.

Apparently, our governor thinks The Next 
Big Economic thing here with coal mining de-
clining (definitely happening in real life but, as 
will be seen, not at all for reasons portrayed 
here) is a luxury hotel carved out somewhere 
deep inside a glacier. Not to play up the cold/
hot themes too much, but this is where our 
brains literally went into meltdown. Did the im-
beciles who produced this show both to look up 
"glacier" in the dictionary? Those lunatics are 

literally making a major plot point out of a ho-
tel built in the middle of a frozen river of ice – 
there might be fewer fatalities in a hotel built 
on a raft sent down serious whitewater rapids 
on a daily basis.

Also, Svalbard's real-life governor is soul-
less, at least in terms of pushing political or 
other agendas. (S)he is a three-year appointee 
who's basically a legal administrator. In short, 
the person who'd be first to reject such a project. 
She's also the police chief – and there is no 
such thing as a sheriff.

BTW, it's interesting that while one of the 
main characters (a search-and-rescue pilot) is 
black, none seem to be from the Thai, Russian 
and other dominant international communities. 
The Russians, of course, would (and may) be a 
perfect villain to cast blame on until the real 
culprit(s) turns up.

Then there's the ultimate WTF scene in this 
episode. The Sheriff and Black S&R Guy land 
their helicopter on a glacier near town where a 
couple of clueless hikers are out without proper 
gear (kudos to the producers so far for recog-
nizing that increasing reality). But when the 
Sheriff confiscates one of the tourist's snowmo-
bile key, Clueless Novice 1 pulls a revolver and 
shouts "we have a gun" while sort of pointing it 
at the cop. Apparently Clint Eastwood and 
Crocodile Dundee are the Sheriff's heroes be-
cause he walks up to tourist, takes away the gun 
("this will not stop me or a bear"), then TAKES 
S&R GUY'S RIFLE AND TOSSES IT TO 
THE TOURIST, telling then both to walk back 
to town (yup, we actually shouted at the screen 
when it happened).

(Due to lack of space here, we'll skip episodes 
2-6 and finish by offering a preview of:)

Episode 7
Clearly nobody with any knowledge of 

Svalbard was in the writing room when they 
decided to make this the Very Special Christ-
mas Episode. In the debut episode they were 
just coming out of the dark season, which hap-
pens in February. There's no daylight for sever-
al weeks on each side of Christmas, yet there's 
numerous scenes in this episode that happen in 
broad daylight. 

Then we go to a Christmas party in a pub where Main Cop gives a 
speech noting "wew're here to say good bye to mine 7 and some of the peo-
ple who work ther (main cop at christmas party)."

In the incomprehensible side plot, the dad and daughter visit a settle-
ment that's Totally Not Barentsburg.

Oh, blessed lucky seven. We're back in serious WTF territory in every 
way imaginable. The magnitude of sheer lunacy from that alone can only 
be expressed geometrically, 

Episodes 2-6
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How to "pay" 
where 
Icepeople is 
available.

How to "pay" 
electronically at 

icepeople.net 

When so many have lost so 
much, it's so little to offer…

…but it's all we have, so Icepeople is indefinitely dedicating this space to those who have 
an urgent need/item, service or other help, and/or messages to/from people here and 
elsewhere related to the tragedy the community is going through. The reaction by 
individuals to those in need has been truly touching (as noted online, a desperately needed 
plea by our editor for a phone prompted numerous quick responses) and we hope others 
might find relief from their dire needs through similar acts of generosity. Send them to 
marksabbatini@yahoo.com or call 4151 4638.

And while we hate to bring it up at a tragic time like this, providing ongoing 
coverage of the situation comes at a cost beyond merely our lack of sleep. This 
week's newspaper, for example, costs 20 kroner just to print each copy, which 
we're continuing to provide free to all because we believe in the worthiness of 
sharing valuable information about this place with local residents and the world. 
But we can't keep doing this with only good intentions for long – if you find what 
we're doing valuable we hope you'll drop a donation in our coinboxes when you 
pick up the newspaper or make a contribution at our website (we'll do our best 
to detail exactly how we'll use your hard-earned money if we know who you are).
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Jan. 26
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.
8 p.m.: Svalbard Seminar, focusing on 
environmental pollution. UNIS
Jan. 27
6 p.m.: 5 p.m.: Movie: "The Good 
Dinosaur," U.S. animated/family dubbed 
in Norwegian, ages 6 and up. 
Kulturhuset.
Jan. 28
8 p.m.: Svalbard Seminar, with 
presentations about the Lance sea ice 
expedition and the history of Store 
Norske. UNIS.
Jan. 30
7 p.m.: Annual meeting of the 
Longyearbyen Hunting and Fishing 
Association. UNIS cafeteria.
Jan. 31
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
5 p.m.: Movie: "Suffragette," British 
drama, ages 12 and up. Kulturhuset.
7 p.m.: Movie: "Steve Jobs," U.S. drama, 
all ages. Kulturhuset.
Feb. 1
8 p.m.: Trivia quiz. Svalbar.
Feb. 2
8 p.m.: Svalbard Seminar, with 
presentations on the one-year hovercraft 
expedition by Yngve Kristoffersen and 
Audun Tholfsen, and the history of polar 
bears. UNIS.
Feb. 3-7
Polarjazz festival. Details at polarjazz.no 
and in Feb. 2 issue of Icepeople.
Feb. 8
8 p.m.: Trivia quiz. Svalbar.
Feb. 9
8 p.m.: Svalbard Seminar, about the 
plane crash at Operafjellet that killed 
141 people 20 years ago. UNIS.
Feb. 15
8 p.m.: Trivia quiz. Svalbar.

What's online
Icepeople.net provides daily updates of 
news about Svalbard and the world's 
polar regions, plus extras for articles from 
the print edition. Among the latest news:
● '15 hottest year by far; '16 likely worse
● Russia, Norway reach crisis on refugees
● Antarctic soloist dies just shy of crossing
● 'Polar Picasso' paints with his paws 

"!is book does not only 
cover comprehensive 
information concerning all 
"elds of possible interest, 
but is at the same time a 
photo book containing 
many color images to 
illustrate many wildlife 
and #ower species and to 
document landscapes and 
places from all over the 
archipelago."

- Reader review

THE complete guidebook
by the complete guide

Sailing Voyages • Books • Photography • DVDs • Polar News And Information 

What's up

(we need it too much to use 
a more clever headline)

HELP!
What you spend on coffee in a week can 
provide a jolt from Icepeople for a year.

Visit icepeople.net and, while checking out the 
extra content, click the "subscribe" box to 

help with a one-time donation of any amount.

(we need it too much to use 
a more clever headline)

HOUSING, from page 1
City wants new homes fast

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

or wait for an insurance settlement to put per-
manent housing in place," he wrote, adding 
City Manager Lars Ole Saugnes, Housing Man-
ager Mette Ostby and Finance Manager Elin 
Dolmseth supported the recommendation.

The committee unanimously approved the 
purchases, as well as authorizing the purchase 
of two additional residences, for a total of up to 
15 million kroner.

'Eternal rest and consolation'

Oslo opera soloist Jon Harthg, 
above at left, performs a movement 

from Fauré's "Requiem" with the 
Longyearbyen Mixed Choir and 

members of the Oslofjord 
Kammerfilharmoni on Saturdat 
Huset. At right, Liv Marie Schei 

performs a 17th century Norwegian 
folk song during the first part of the 

program. The concert was 
dedicated to victims of the Dec. 19 

avalanche in Longyearbyen. 
Photos by Mark Sabbatini / 

Icepeople.


